
2020
C O L L E C T I O N



WELCOME
ON BOARD

We are proud to present the complete Galeon Yachts lineup for the 2020 season. With twenty six models ranging from 30 to 78 feet, 
coming in several interior designs and with an array of available equipment - the possibilities are endless!



THE GALEON
MARINA

THE GALEON
COMPANY
Every Galeon yacht is a piece of handcrafted excellence. 

Over 35 years of experience and a commitment to 
quality has led to spectacular growth and satisfied 
customers from all around the globe. Established 
in 1982, Galeon is a privately-owned company, 
specializing in building luxury motor yachts. 
Considered one of Europe’s leading boat manu-
facturers, it has access to modern production and 
assembly facilities manned by a capable workforce 
of over 1300 seasoned employees.

Galeon designs, conceived by top naval archi-
tects such as Tony Castro or designers like Rob-
erto Curtò and Enrico Gobbi, assure unparalleled 
modern styling and convenience. We are commit-
ted to implementing the latest marine technology 

Essential to the continued growth, the 
Galeon Marina facilities are capable of 
constructing and testing yachts of up 
to 100 feet. It is also a great place to 
store and service a Galeon yacht dur-
ing the winter season. The qualified 
on-site personnel keep the yachts in 
perfect working condition, ensuring 
safety and peace of mind. 

The facility includes modern painting 
and carpentry shops, enabling efficient 
preparation of yachts for assembly. But 
it is the people who are Galeon’s true 
capital, our experienced professionals 
know Galeon boats from the ground 
up – after all, they built them. With 
the qualified and seasoned crew availa-
ble all year round, you can be sure your 
yacht is in the best of hands.

on all of our yachts. Highly specialized, on-site 
personnel perform all lamination, modeling and 
engine installations. Our ability to hand-tailor 
every unit, combined with leading technology and 
design, makes every Galeon yacht exceptional.

We are proudest of our top-class motor yachts: 
they are emblems of our success– and yours. The 
hard work we have invested is reflected in every 
piece of craftsmanship contained in these beauti-
ful vessels. We are convinced you will find a level of 
design and care about details unsurpassed by any 
yacht in their respective classes.
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THE GALEON R ANGE



 

 

300FLY

This entry level f lybridge is the gateway to the Galeon 

range. With commendable performance and handling 

as well as a wide variety of available equipment it is 

truly a compact phenomenon worthy of the third-ge-

neration badge. Fl
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Galeon 300 FLY, an entry model to the third-generation lineup is 

a worthy addition and a fully featured unit. This compact sized 

flybridge was designed from scratch to offer great handling and 

stability in all weather conditions. Both the hull and deck are made using the 

infusion technology which helps in minimizing the weight, enhancing the 

craft’s performance and lowering fuel consumption. 

The dynamic exterior clearly follows the design trend outlined by the third 

generation of Galeon Yachts range with its broad windows and edgy features. 

The top deck is easily accessed by the built-in, wide steps and features a steer-

ing station with a convertible bench that extends the large sundeck area even 

further. The passengers will surely make use of the conveniently planned 

cockpit which is available with either a fixed bench or a fold-out seating, per-

fect for sunbathing.

The main deck is occupied by a sizable dinette and opposite facing galley with 

the helm station moved forward. The interior finish is available in several dis-

tinct designs including Oak and Walnut, with plenty of customization op-

tions at the client’s disposal. Down below, two double, standing height cabins 

and a bathroom complete with head and shower await the guests. Both single 

and twin petrol or diesel engine installations are available.



      Swift handling in all weather conditions

     The entry level flybridge model offers plenty of space on board

      Second steering is available on the top deck

 
300 FLY - Walnut

A clever interior arrangement allowed to fit a large 
dinette opposite the galley area.



      The side window will open manually to let the breeze in

      The guest quarters will sleep two in comfort

      Forward owner’s cabin with double bed

      Bathroom with head and shower

300 FLY BEGIN
THE ADVENTURE

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

Motorboat of the Show 2015 

Cabin Cruiser

8.99

9,60 / 10,40*

2.94

2.99

0.72

3.65

3.50

415 or 600**

200

86

100

5350 (Cat. C) 5770 (Cat. B)

1745 (Cat. C) 1670 (Cat. B)

1 x 191 / 260

2 x 147 / 200

9 (Cat. C) 8 (Cat. B)

C or B

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank



 

 

305OPEN

The open variant of the 305 will suit the thrill seekers 

and the adventurous. With tight handling and unobs-

tructed visibility, it could be considered a perfect dri-

ver’s boat. Engage in the experience of ultimate free-

dom and enjoy the ride!
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The distinct and aggressive line of the 305 OPEN leaves no doubt 

about its purpose and target audience. This yacht is for the adven-

turous, fun-seeking types, welcoming the sense of speed and great 

performance that comes standard with this model.

The main deck holds the helm station, a settee and a sundeck at the aft. Down 

below the passengers may be accommodated in a closed-off cabin as well as 

the bow, which serves as the saloon during the day. A well-equipped galley 

and bathroom complete with a head and shower are there for the guest’s con-

venience.

Being a third-generation model, the 305 OPEN provides plenty of natural 

light in all areas thanks to the numerous windows and skylights. A selection 

of diesel and petrol engines are available with both single and twin installa-

tions. Choose the 305 if you simply refuse to compromise the enjoyment that 

comes from rapid cruising to your favorite destination.

 



      A stunning and sporty side profile

      The 305 OPEN will please the daring and adventurous with its incredible sense of speed

      Cockpit is fitted with a sun pad and extended platform The aft sun pad holds extra storage      A wet bar area will come in handy      

A clever and functional layout      Bow sundeck area      



      The bow area can be converted into an extra berth

      A double bed is located midship

      A compact galley area

      Bathroom is fitted with a shower and head

305 OPEN A FREE
SPIRIT

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

Light 
Interior

305 OPEN

8.99

9,60 / 10,40*

2.94

2.99

0.72

3.65

3.28

415 or 600**

200

86

100

5220

1745

1 x 191 / 260

2 x 261 / 350

9

B

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank



 

 

305HTS

The sporty and compact frame of the 305 HTS is qu-

ick to reveal its purpose of a perfect day cruiser. Enjoy 

the performance or simply spectate the surrounding 

scenery in the semi-open cockpit area. Find two com-

fortable cabins down below if you decide to stay the 

night. Sp
or
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Galeon 305 HTS catches the eye with its thrilling, dynam-

ic exterior and an open deck layout. Come on board to 

find a generous aft sun pad that doubles as extra storage 

or find respite in one of two lounge areas available on the main deck.  

 

 

The manually operated sunroof bathes the interior in natural light – perfect 

for all those sunny summer days. Outside, two side decks lead to the bow area 

with a sundeck divided by a series of skylights. Select the practical, elongated 

stern platform, to provide an extra 80 cm of space for activities or a small 

dinghy. Down below the yacht offers accommodation for four passengers, a 

compact galley and a bathroom. 

The saloon has an open layout where the bow rest area can be quickly trans-

formed into a double bed, maximizing the available space during the day 

time. A walk-in aft cabin offers more privacy thanks to the fully sized doors 

separating it from the main living area. As with all third-generation Galeon 

yachts, plenty of natural light is provided in all areas thanks to the numerous 

windows and skylights. A selection of diesel and petrol engines are available 

with both single and twin installations. 

 



      The quick and nimble 305 HTS is a driver’s boat

      Tight handling and sporty performance of the 305 HTS

      The aft sun pad holds extra storage Find a wet bar, settee and aft sun pad on the main deck      The 305 HTS is the perfect day cruiser      

Quickly open the sunroof or side window to let the fresh air in      A large skylight divides the bow sundeck area      



      Two extra berths when you need them

      A double bed is available in the guest cabin

      The compact galley comes well equipped

      The bathroom features a head and shower

305 HTS ENJOYMENT 
PERSONIFIED

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

Walnut

305 HTS

8.99

9,60 / 10,40*

2.94

2.99

0.72

3.50

3.66

415 or 600**

200

86

100

5220

1745

1 x 191 / 260

2 x 261 / 350

9

B

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank



 

 

310HTC

This nimble hardtop is best suited for a colder and 

harsher climate. The main living area is protected by 

glass doors dividing the cockpit and can be heated if 

needed. Open the side windows and sunroof if the we-

ather permits and cruise to your favorite destination. H
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Galeon 310 HTC was designed to present a more aggressive pro-

file and features than the leisure oriented flybridge variant. Both 

yachts share the same interior layout with a notable difference be-

ing the presence of an automatic glass roof over the helm station in the HTC. 

Sleek and nimble, the 310 is sure to please all yacht enthusiasts. The exterior 

clearly resembles that of other third-generation Galeon yachts with its broad 

windows and dynamic features. The passengers will surely make use of con-

veniently planned cockpit which is available with both a fixed bench and a 

fold-out seating that is perfect for sunbathing. An additional sundeck area 

awaits on the bow. 

 

The main deck is occupied by a sizable dinette and opposite facing galley with 

the helm station moved forward. The interior finish will be available in sever-

al distinct designs including Oak and Walnut, with plenty of customization 

options at the client’s disposal. Select additional equipment and features to 

create your perfect yacht.

Two cabins with four berths await the guests down below along with a bath-

room complete with head and a shower. Both single and twin petrol or die-

sel engine installations are available so choose your preferred option and let 

yourself be amazed by the performance of the new Galeon 310 HTC.

 



       Tight corners are no problem for the 310 HTC

      A dynamic silhouette of the compact hardtop

     The cockpit area is protected from the elements

 
310 HTC - Oak

The saloon on the main deck is surrounded  
by windows brightening the interior



      A compact galley and dinette on the main deck

      A double guest bedroom down below

      Forward owner’s cabin offers a double bed

      Bathroom is fitted with a shower and head

310 HTC A COMPACT
HARDTOP

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

8.99

9,60 / 10,40*

2.94

2.99

0.72

3.65

3.79

415 or 600**

200

86

100

5350

1745

1 x 191 / 260

2 x 147 / 200

9

C

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank



 

 

335HTS

Meet this new, stunning cruiser with commendable 

performance, a variety of clever features and a design 

to match. Based on one of our all-time best sellers, it 

manages to improve on it in every single area!
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The 335 HTS joins the cruiser lineup of the Third Generation Galeon 
models and further improves on the already impressive performance 
and handling characteristics of the sporty 325 series it was based on. 

With updates to the hull design, layout and general aesthetics it truly war-
rants consideration as one of the premiere models in the segment. 

Take notice of the abundance of windows assuring all passengers pano-
ramic views and brightening the cabins down below – spectacular! Open 
the sunroof to give everyone on board a sensation of speed, after all this is a 

sports-oriented cruiser. The cockpit area will surely be the center of attention 
and rightfully so. It comes fitted with an outside dinette opposite a wet bar 
and a large, transformable sundeck facing aft. 

Quickly stow away the middle mattress to create a convenient access to the 
large bath platform, which comes standard and make all water-based activi-
ties even more fun. The driver will surely appreciate the adjustable seat and 
great visibility from the helm, as well as the extra, port side area for the pas-
senger. With easy bow access, both sunbeds will come useful while at anchor 
and you can prop up the back rests for even more comfort – smart! 

Down below find two cabins, a fully-featured galley and dining space in 
the saloon. To further aid the guest’s comfort, we were able to separate the 
shower area in the bathroom so no more wet floors and toiletries! Two double 
bedrooms will sleep four in comfort with plenty of storage for luggage and 
supplies. Providing sufficient headroom below deck was a priority and we suc-
ceeded by offering standing height ceilings in the most crucial areas. Consist-
ently with other models in the range, the 335 HTS provides an unmatched 
level of fit and finish as well as a wide range of available materials and interior 
designs to choose from.  



A new addition to the Galeon cruiser line-
up offers great handling and sport like per-
formance in any conditions

335HTS

Notice the large bath platform for water based activities     

Striking design and smooth cruising of the 335 HTS      



 
335 HTS - Walnut 
Below deck find the saloon with galley area and a sizable dinette

Second cabin with a double bed offers pleanty of space      The forward cabin will sleep two with extra space for storage      

A well equipped galley area       The dining and rest area down below      



 
335 HTS - Oak 
The saloon down below is bright and spacious  
for a yacht in this segment 

A closed-off shower will help to keep the bathroom dry and tidy      Guest cabin has a large double bed and holds extra storage      

Galley area will hold plenty of supplies      The forward cabin will sleep two      



      Precise handling and great visibility from the helm

      Plenty of space for fun and relaxation on board the 335 HTS

      Extra passenger space up front

     Use the extra mattress to create a large sundeck facing the aft

335 HTS ACHIEVEMENT 
IN COMPOSITION 

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

9.98

10,20 / 10,90*

3.30

3.35

0.86

3.40

3.62

630 or 750**

215

75 (or 0)

60 (or 140)

5892

1800

2 x 165 / 225

2 x 261 / 350

8

B

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank



 

 

365HTS

The 365 HTS is yet another sport cruiser in the Gale-

on range that boasts great performance and handling 

capabilities. Enjoy your time on the main deck thanks 

to a clever cockpit layout or take respite down below 

in one of two cabins awaiting the guests.
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The Galeon 365 HTS was created to offer an exciting and sporty 

look in a compact frame without compromising the interior space 

available to the passengers. With great handling capabilities and 

commendable performance, it is a welcome addition to the Galeon third-gen-

eration sport cruiser lineup.

The striking exterior catches the eye with its large glass panels and edgy lines 

and continues to impress upon further investigation. With easy access to the 

bow, guest will find two front sundecks useful, even more so with the back 

rests propped up. A large, aft facing, sun pad available in the cockpit is made 

more convenient with the option to tilt the glass upwards and create an open 

space.

The main deck offers a comfortable settee, complete with a table with an op-

posite facing wet bar and a helm station forward. Down below find a compact 

saloon with a galley, bathroom and two double guest cabins. A variety of in-

terior designs will allow for customization while several engine options will 

guarantee a desired level of performance.



Close the cockpit doors for a quieter ride      Slide the roof open to let the breeze in      

Supreme handling and performance      



Open the cockpit window and enjoy the comfy sun pad      

Visually stunning, , the 365 is a true sport cruiser      

A striking side profile of the 365 HTS 
promises a thrilling ride which the expert-
ly designed hull can deliver in any weather 
conditions.

365HTS



The bathroom holds a head and a shower      Double bed and a rest area for the guests      

The bow cabin offers a double bed      A rest and dining area in the saloon      

 

365 HTS - Walnut 
Below deck a two cabin layout with a saloon awaits the guests



Double bed and a rest area in the guest cabin      Forward cabin with a magnificent skylight above      

A convenient galley can be found down below      Extend the table or take it out completely to create extra space      

 
365 HTS - Light interior
An incredible amount of natural light  
brightens the lower deck



Two cabin layout

Open bow layout

9.99

11,37 / 11,75*

3.43

3.48

0.8

3.58

3.86

2 x 400

350

300

150

7750

2520

2 x 165 / 225

2 x 221 / 300

10

B

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform

     Open the sunroof and slide the window the let the air in

      A wet bar on the main deck

      Great visibility all around

      Closed or open cockpit- you decide!

365 HTS A SPORTY
COMPANION

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



 

 

360FLY
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e A recent premiere, the 360 FLY brings a breath of fre-

sh air to the compact f lybridge category. With a clever 

interior layout, it offers a surprisingly roomy living 

arrangement on board with three cabins down below. 

The striking exterior is a staple of the Galeon design. 

The Galeon 360 FLY joins the acclaimed third-generation flybridge 

lineup to bring a series of innovations to this highly competitive 

segment. Expect great space management on all three decks, com-

petitive performance and a high level of finish of the customizable interior.  

The cockpit area is fitted with an L-shaped sofa with a drop-down backrest 

and wide steps that lead to the flybridge. Move the glass doors out of the way, 

flip the saloon seat to face the aft and create an even larger area for activities. 

Up top, a double driver’s seat and a leisure area await the guests, while the 

more adventurous ones might opt for the bow sundecks or the innovative 

front seat for a thrilling ride.

Inside, a large comfortable seating area faces the well-equipped galley, with 

the helm station moved forward. The driver is sure to appreciate the starboard 

sliding doors that allow for easy access to the bow during mooring. Find an 

incredible three cabin layout down below, complete with a shower fitted 

bathroom. Bunk beds in the guest cabin boost the number of berths down 

below to six, perfect for large families. All cabins offer standing height and 

extra storage that comes handy during longer cruises. 



The 360 FLY offers a fresh take on the 
compact flybridge segment. Notice the 
innovative starboard side doors for easy 
access to the bow. 

360FLY

The top deck offers perfect visibility for extreme cruising      

Great and precise handling are a staple of this compact flybridge      



 

 

360 FLY - Walnut High Gloss
A bright and welcoming saloon is located on the main deck

Bathroom comes fitted with a head and shower      Guest bedroom comes with a large, double bed      

The forward cabin holds a double bed and extra storage      Find a galley and a dinette in the saloon      



Lati Grey

360 FLY 

Eucalyptus 
High Gloss

360 FLY

      Find extra storage space all around the main cabin

      The main cabin has an abundance of windows and skylights

      The table can be propped up for extra dining space

      Bunk beds in the guest cabin down below Quality finish and a separate shower will please the guests      A large bed in the guest cabin down below      

Great visibility and control from the helm      A custom high gloss design shows off the yachts features      



9.99

11,37 / 11,75*

3.43

3.48

0.79

4.20

4.17

2 x 400

350

300

150

8040

2500

2 x 147 / 200

2 x 221 / 300

10

B

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform       

      A double seat at the helm station above

      Prop up the bow seat for a thrilling ride

      Plenty of space for activities and leisure 

      The cockpit offers easy acess to the saloon and flybridge areas

360 FLY A STEP
ABOVE

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

Motorboat of the Show 2017 

Cabin Cruiser



A STEP ABOVE
COMPETITION

360 FLY / 370 HTC



 

 

370HTC

The hardtop version of the successful 360 FLY model 

offers a more dynamic silhouette while maintaining 

all the clever interior features of its f lybridge sibling. 
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The distinctive 370 HTC shares the hull design and main features 

with the 360 FLY offering a more sporty silhouette and a large glass 

sunroof over the helm station. With a customizable interior, great 

floor plan and competitive performance is a highly anticipated addition to 

the Galeon third-generation lineup.   

The cockpit area is fitted with a sofa with a drop-down backrest and a table. 

To extend the room for activities open the cockpit doors completely and flip 

the saloon seat to face the aft. The more adventurous passengers might opt for 

the bow sundecks or the innovative front seat for a thrilling ride.

Inside, a large comfortable seating area faces the well-equipped galley, with 

the helm station moved forward. The driver is sure to appreciate the starboard 

sliding doors that allow for easy access to the bow during mooring. Find an 

incredible three cabin layout down below complete with a shower fitted bath-

room. Bunk beds in the guest cabin boost the number of berths down below 

to six, perfect for large families. All cabins offer standing height and extra 

storage that comes handy during longer cruises.

 



Put down the backrest to create a large aft sundeck area      

The bow seat is a clever and simple solution that will please the guests on board      

The 370 hardtop offers a sporty design 
and performance to match. Sleek lines, 
great handling and a bright interior 
put this model above others in its class.

370HTC



Pleanty of space in the rest and dining area      Great use of space by the compact galley area      

Quickly open the side doors for easy bow acess      Saloon comes with a galley, dinette and a helm station      

 
370 HTC - Oak 
Notice the amount of windows that surround  
the main living area - spectacular! 



A proper bathroom for the guest to enjoy      Bunk beds will please the younger passengers      

One of three cabins down below      Double bed in the guest cabin      

 
370 HTC - Oak 
The owner’s bedroom comes with a double 
bed and a variety of storage areas 



Double master bedroom       Three cabins and a bathroom down below     

Main deck fitted with galley and dinette      Precise handling and great visibility      

 

370 HTC - Light interior 
An abundance of light inside the sporty hardtop
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[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform     

      A striking, sporty side profile of the 370 hardtop

      Both the side doors and the sunroof can be opened during cruising

370 HTC AN ADVENTUROUS
 COMPANION

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



events
SHOWCASING
GALEON YACHTS
There is nothing like experiencing the quality, sophistication and 

the sheer beauty of a luxury yacht in person. 

Those awe-inspiring products are meant to be seen and apprecia-

ted up close, in their natural environment. Every year we showca-

se Galeon yachts on a series of boat shows and events, and every 

year their numbers grow.

Check with your local dealer, use the QR code, visit 
our webpage ( galeon.pl/en/events ) or give us a like on  
Facebook ( fb.com/galeonyachts ) to be up to date with 
all upcoming events. Remember - You are always invited! 



 

 

Galeon 400 FLY is on her way to joining the fourth-generation yacht family, as one 
of the smallest models to offer the innovative Beach mode. The yacht has been de-
signed to offer the highest tier of manoeuvrability and stability while on the waves. 

The interior comes in a few possible modern variants, with additional options available upon 
request.

The yacht’s dynamic shape is a clear extension of Galeon’s characteristic design, with large 
windows merging with the hull form under acute angles. The upper deck is accessible by a 
comfortable staircase. The flybridge, the yacht’s entertainment centre, puts a minibar and a 
helm at the disposal of the guests and crew. It also comes with a table and sofa that can be 
easily converted into a sunbathing area. 

The main deck welcomes the guests with a comfortable sofa and a table, a richly-equipped 
galley and a large helm, all of them well-sunlit. The incredible and everyone’s favourite fea-
ture - the Beach mode optimise the use of the deck space.

Below deck, the guests will find two full-sized cabins, one of which, the owner’s cabin, is 
situated in the aft. Two separate bathrooms offer extra comfort to the guests. All the cabins 
allow the guests full standing height and additional storage space, ideal for longer cruises.

The aft cockpit provides functional and well-planned space, with the sofa and table convert-
ible into a sundeck. The front cockpit is a recreation space, with a large suntanning mattress. 
The yacht’s standard version is powered with twin Volvo Penta engines. 

400FLY

Flybridge Line

COMING
SOON



Put down the sides and extend the amount of space in the cockpit - genius!      

Cockpit seating can be turned into a sundeck      

The large flybridge is the centre of  
attention

400FLY



 
400 FLY 
This upcoming model will amaze with great handling 
and sporty performance
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[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform     

400 FLY COMING
 SOON

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



 

 

405HTL

It’s a given that a Galeon yacht would have intuitive 

functionality and stunning looks, and the 405 HTL 

is no exception. Step on board one of our best selling 

models and experience a true sport crusier in action.
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Sporty performance and a dynamic design is accentuated by the low-

cut, hull-length windows, brightening the interior on board. The driv-

er will surely appreciate the tight handling and great visibility from 

the roomy helm station that features a large retractable roof for extra protec-

tion from the elements. 

Find the cockpit protected from the sun and rain with a marquise that opens 

and retracts automatically. The flush floor on the main deck follows the lat-

est trends while skylights in the bow sundeck fill the master bedroom with 

natural light – smart! Fit a sizable tender or other personal water craft in the 

garage - it comes standard. 

The living spaces provide for all your needs, from the C-shaped settee, chaise 

lounge, wet bar and exterior galley to the helm station. Accommodation 

space on the lower deck features a saloon with galley, bow owner’s suite with a 

private bathroom and a double aft cabin with an additional bathroom. Sever-

al interior designs are available, allowing for a full customization of the yacht.

A variety of equipment and bespoke design options are at your disposal to 

make sure you can customize your perfect Galeon sport cruiser!



The 405 is a popular choice among perfor-
mance enthusiasts as its handling and over-
all crusing ability is second to none. 

405HTL

Take advantage of the bath platform in your favourite mooring area      Open up the sunroof for a more exciting ride      

A sleek and dynamic exterior of the 405      



 

405 HTL - Whitened Oak 
Down below find a saloon with galley as well as two guest cabins

Guest cabin with en suite bathroom      Notice the skylights above      

The galley area will hold all your supplies      A well lit saloon is located below deck      



11.99

12,26 / 13,46*

3.84
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140
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2390

2 x 165 / 225

2 x 272 / 370
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[m]

[m]
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[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform      

      The one-piece windscreen is impressive       Great visibility all around

      A large sundeck and rest area       The garage will hold a tender and is great for storage

405 HTL FLAWLESS 
DESIGN

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



GALEON
LIFESTYLE

Owning a luxury yacht is more about the journey than just 
getting to your point of destination.

It is an opportunity to discover and explore your passions 
on your own schedule. No matter the size you choose, each 
and every Galeon yacht will allow you to venture into the un-
known and experience new adventures. 

Yachting is a whole lifestyle, a way to connect with nature and 
other people on a completely new level. Let us be your partner 
on this exciting new journey. 



 

 

420FLY

The Galeon 420 FLY is considered by many to be a 

benchmark all other f lybridge models are measured 

by. It offers an incredible amount of space on all three 

decks, several layout options, powerful engines and 

countless customization possibilities.Fl
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The Galeon 420 FLY offers one of the most spacious and well-de-

signed interiors in its class. The stunning exterior follows the latest 

trends and will suit the tastes of both sport enthusiasts and more 

conservative clients. The exceptional flybridge comes fitted with a functional 

galley complete with a fridge and grill, a sizable sundeck and a rest and dining 

area for eight people.

Take full advantage of the extended stern platform, that will handle most 

personal watercrafts for all your water based activities. The cockpit is separat-

ed from the saloon by the neatly folding doors allowing for a vast open area 

on the main deck in a matter of seconds. Guests can enjoy a bright and func-

tional interior complete with a dining area as well as fully equipped galley, 

which can be moved down below for even more space in the saloon. 

Below deck, three cabins with ample head room await the passengers. Two 

bathrooms, complete with showers ensure the comfort and privacy of all 

overnight guests. Highly customizable interiors with a choice of quality fab-

rics and fittings are sure to suit all tastes and requirements. 

Select from a variety of engines and propulsion systems including the IPS, 

shaft and sterndrives to create your perfect combination and achieve the 

craft’s full potential. With the Galeon 420 FLY, find the space, style and so-

phistication you would expect from your next luxury yacht.



A hydraulic bath platform is available      

The 420 FLY handles well even during difficult manoeuvring      

The modern and functional exterior has 
made the 420 FLY extremely popular over 
the years 

420FLY



Galley is moved forward in this configuration      Great visibility and all controls handy      

An extra rest area with a pop-up TV      Double seats at the helm      

 

420 FLY - Walnut 
A spacious saloon with an entertaiment area, helm and galley



One of two bathrooms down below      Twin beds can be made into a double      

Twin guest cabin      An incredible, three cabins down below      

 
420 FLY - Walnut 
The owner’s cabin is moved forward and has private 
access the bathroom
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[m]

[m]

[dm3]
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[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform      

      All the controls are available on the top deck       A very spacious flybridge

      Glass doors open all the way to reveal the interior       Two sun pads on the bow

420 FLY THE NEXT
GENER ATION

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



 

 

425HTS

The 425 HTS follows the express cruiser concept of 

the Galeon 485 where the main deck is a dry area pro-

tected from the noise and elements by a glass door and 

window combo. This also allows to fit in heating and 

air conditioning, a welcome feature in most climates.Sp
or
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The 425 HTS joins the cruiser lineup of the Four Generation Gale-

on models and further improves on the already amazing perfor-

mance of the sporty 485 series it was based on. The hardtop offers 

a distinguishable, sporty exterior matched by its quality interior. The sleek 

lines and exceptional profile make it easy to forget the yacht’s true nature 

where functionality and comfort will always take precedence. Features like 

wide side decks for easy bow access in all weather conditions, a garage for an 

inflatable tender or gangway option for safe marina access are sure to impress 

future owners.

Outside, the glass or carbon option power sunroof works well with the large 

side windows on both sides that lower into the deck while the patio doors can 

open upwards allowing for better ventilation – ingenious!

Galeon 425 HTS has functional interior and well-designed deck space. Be-

low deck a saloon, two bedrooms and two bathrooms await the guests. The 

owner’s suite is located midship and occupies the whole width of the yacht al-

lowing for an incredible amount of volume and storage space. Several bespoke 

interior designs are available with a selection of choice engines to ensure per-

formance to match. Electric-powered sunroof and side windows, retractable 

glass cabinet in the cockpit - these are only a few of the new yacht’s superb 

features.

Dynamic and aggressive shape of the yacht suggests sport performance, 

which the 425 HTS delivers. Wide half-decks offer safe passage to the bow, 

and hydraulic-powered rear garage is large enough to accommodate a tender.



The new model to the Galeon cruiser line-
up offers high standard features and sport 
like performance in any conditions.

425HTS

 
425 HTS
Notice the incredible amount of windows all around and 
the commendable frame of the 425.



 

425 HTS - Dark Walnut 
Convertible salon for entertaining or lounging

The owner’s cabin has private access the bathroom      Bow bedroom sleeps two      

The owner’s cabin offers great space and a smart arrangement      A well lit saloon is located below deck      



 

425 HTS - Lati grey 
Skylights and hull windows illuminate this fantastic space

One of two bathrooms down below      High quality fixtures in bathrooms      

The guest’s cabin holds a double bed and extra storage      Saloon with galley area and a sizable dinette      
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[m]

[m]

[m]
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[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform      

425 HTS FLAWLESS 
DESIGN

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

 

425 HTS - Whitened Oak 
Opening sunroof, to enjoy fresh air and sunshine



 

 

430HTC

The hardtop variant of the popular 420 FLY offers a 

sportier exterior and tighter handling due to a lower 

center of mass. Guest will surely enjoy the large glass 

sunroof over the helm station which can be opened in 

a matter of seconds.H
ar
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The 430 HTC embodies a sporty character in a compact form fac-

tor, being an extension of the mid-range segment as a hardtop vari-

ant of the acclaimed 420 FLY. The main focus of the design was to 

flawlessly integrate a bright and welcoming interior with the dynamic char-

acter of the model.

The forward-facing glass roof effortlessly slides back, yet is quick to close if 

the weather gets harsh. A single, sliding panel over the cockpit area opens this 

area up and the patio doors allow for easy access to the saloon. The aft-facing 

loungers will slide when needed, creating either a great dining or leisure area 

at the stern. 

The main deck boasts plenty of space and features a dining table, sitting areas, 

a well-equipped helm station and a galley (which can be moved down below). 

Plethora of interior design options allow for the yacht to be fully customized. 

Choose between two or three bedrooms down below - all with ample head-

room and make use of two separate bathrooms for optimum comfort and 

privacy. The 430 features a stylish, relaxing interior thanks to high-quality 

fabrics, luxury fittings and top-of-the-line equipment. 

A wide variety of propulsion options are possible. Bring the yacht to its full 

potential and take advantage of its precise handling with one of the high-pow-

er engines, or focus on comfort and fuel efficiency with others. 

The 430 HTC is the perfect yacht for the customer who demands comfort, 

sophistication, and performance.



A transformable cockpit area      

Great design and performance of the 430 hardtop      

The 430 HTC offers a dynamic exterior 
with a large glass sunroof over the helm

430HTC



In the two cabin version the galley is moved down below     Rest area opposite the dinette      

Dinette moved back     The helm station to control the yacht      

 
430 HTC - Lati Grey 
The saloon is well lit thanks to all the windows  
and glass panels on the roof



Bathroom with shower down below      A twin guest bedroom      

Two bedrooms await the guests      The galley can take place of one of the cabins      

 

430 HTC - Lati Grey 
The owner’s cabin holds a double bed and extra storage
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[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform      

      The optional passerelle for easier access       Bow sundecks

      Cockpit in dining mode with the pop-up table       Extend the sundeck if needed

430 HTC SPORTY
CHAR ACTER

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



 

 

430
SKYDECK

Skydeck is the final form of yacht evolution combi-

ning the advantages of both the f lybridge and hardtop 

variants of the acclaimed 400 series. With a sporty 

profile, glass sunroof and a compact top deck none 

will be left wanting.Sk
yd
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The SKYDECK model marks the new generation of Galeon yachts 
with a refreshing top deck design that combines the benefits of both 
the flybridge and hardtop versions. Find three forward facing seats 

and two sundecks on top all while maintaining a distinguishable and sleek 
look of the yacht.

A wide sunroof opens over the helmsman station while an automatic, drop 
down ladder allows easy access to the top, without compromising any of the 

cockpit space. The modular aft design will enable to effortlessly transform 
from a sundeck into separate loungers or a dinette with a pop-up table. This 
convenient solution helps utilize the available space in a most effective man-
ner, creating five completely different layouts in a matter of seconds. The ex-
tended hydraulic stern platform will be appreciated by all water parapherna-
lia enthusiasts.

The main deck offers a well-planned and meticulously finished interior with a 
sizeable dinette, galley and an elevated helmsman station. Down below, three 
cabins and two bathrooms ensure privacy and comfort for all passengers. The 
port side cabin can be turned into a galley creating even more space on the 
main deck. Quality fabrics and luxury fittings create a stunning and relaxing 
interior. 

A wide variety of propulsion options include the IPS, shaft, sterndrive, 
Aquadrive and Axius systems to suit all needs. High power output engines 
will realize the yacht’s potential and help take advantage of the precise and 
accurate handling, while others will be more focused on comfort and fuel 
efficiency. Join the Skydeck generation now!



Transformable cockpit seating      

The SKYDECK features both a top deck and a sunroof over the helm      

 

 

430 SKY
A dynamic profile works in favour of the SKYDECK variant.



Functional galley area      The sizable dinette will seat plenty      

Saloon with galley moved back      The main helm station      

 

430 SKY - Custom High Gloss
An amazing display of windows on the main deck
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[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform    

      Forward owner’s cabin

      Twin guest cabin

      Wide steps lead to cabins down below

      A full-sized, enclosed shower in one of the bathrooms

430 SKYDECK GENER ATION
SKY

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



430 SKYDECK

GENER ATION
SKY



 

 

460FLY

The 460 FLY offers all the amazing features of the 

500 series in a smaller package. With incredible inte-

riors, high performance engines and top-notch han-

dling it is sure to rise to the top of its class.Fl
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The highly-anticipated 460 FLY brings back all the ground-break-

ing innovations of the award winning 500 FLY in a more compact 

frame. This daring, new design clearly shows the bold path Galeon 

has taken to propel its yachts into the future. Once again fitted with an auto-

matic bow settee area that swiftly morphs into a sundeck, cockpit roto-seat, 

and everyone’s favorite feature - the Beach Mode, be sure the 460 FLY will 

make the most of the space available on board.

Inside, find yourself in a world of luxury with a quality finish all Galeon 

yachts are known for. Customize the interior with a variety of available 

woodwork and fabrics and select from a wide range of available options and 

equipment to truly make it your own. 

Guest can be entertained on the main deck that features a dining area and a 

full-sized kitchen or take respite down below in one of the three cabins. The 

spacious master is located midship and offers access to an en suite bathroom 

for extra privacy.

Several engine options and propulsion types, including the IPS drives al-

low to strike a perfect balance between great fuel economy and sporty per-

formance. The yacht joins the already extensive lineup of Third Generation 

units available and is sure to make a long-lasting impression with its unique 

combination of substance and style. 

The 460 FLY is a clear indication that Galeon is still on the forefront of inno-

vation, charting a new direction for modular luxury crafts.



An incredible amount of space on the flybridge       

A dynamic yet balanced exterior      

The 460 is sure to impress with its stylish 
design and innovative features

460FLY



An extra seat and a grill option are available       

The bow rest area with will be the centre of attention      

Put down the sides and extend the amount 
of space in the cockpit - genius! 

Beach mode
460FLY



Bathroom with a separate shower       The owner’s cabin offers incredible space      

Forward VIP guest cabin      The front of the saloon is occupied by a large dining area and helm station      

  
460 FLY - Walnut 
The kitchen area is moved back and can also service  
the port side bar with the window slid open



Bunk beds in the guest cabin      Find extra storage in all the cabins      

Three cabins are available down below      The dining and entertainment area with a pop-up TV       

  
460 FLY - Walnut High Gloss 
Select a high gloss, dark interior design for a luxury  
and bespoke finish



Drop down the sides and bath plat-
form and enjoy your yachting experi-
ence to the fullest! 

460FLY

Great use of space on the flybridge      

Have all the controls handy on the top deck helm station      
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[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

4 – with Beach mode, balconies down

      The bow sundeck can be transformed into a rest or dining area       Find respite in the cockpit

      Flybridge will seat plenty!       Outside grill will surely come in handy

460 FLY THE NEXT  
STEP

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S



460 FLY

THE NEXT  
STEP 



 

 

The new 470 SKYDECK was developed to mirror the 

incredible features of its twin 460 FLY model while 

offering a more sporty and dynamic design with the 

ability to close off the top deck.Sk
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The 470 SKYDECK can be fitted with all the amazing innovations 

of the 500 series in a more compact package. With bespoke inte-

riors, great performance and handling it is sure to please all yacht 

enthusiasts. This daring, new design clearly shows the bold path Galeon has 

taken to propel its yachts into the future. Once again fitted with an automatic 

bow settee area that swiftly morphs into a sundeck, cockpit roto-seat, and 

everyone’s favorite feature - the Beach Mode, be sure the 470 SKYDECK will 

make the most of the space available on board.

Inside, find yourself in a world of luxury with a quality finish all Galeon 

yachts are known for. Customize the interior with a variety of available 

woodwork and fabrics and select from a wide range of available options and 

equipment to truly make it your own. 

Guest can be entertained on the main deck that features a dining area and a 

full-sized kitchen or take respite down below in one of the three cabins. The 

spacious master is located midship and offers access to an en suite bathroom 

for extra privacy.

Several engine options and propulsion types, including the IPS drives al-

low to strike a perfect balance between great fuel economy and sporty per-

formance. The yacht joins the already extensive lineup of Third Generation 

units available and is sure to make a long-lasting impression with its unique 

combination of substance and style. 

The 470 SKYDECK shows innovation and maps a new direction for modu-

lar luxury crafts.

470
SKYDECK



Various cockpit options are available including a roto-seat      

Great handling of the sport-oriented 470 model     

      Notice the sporty line of the Skydeck and a high volume of windows



Increse the functionality with the innovative Beach mode option      

The Bow rest area offers proper seats with back support!     

The 470 can be fitted with the incredible 
Beach Mode, cockpit roto-seat and a trans-
formable bow rest area - impressive!

Beach mode
470SKY



Take control of the yacht from the helm on the main deck     The dinnete and rest area, notice the large sunroof above      

The large windows slide forward opening up the interior!      A well equipped galley is moved back      

 
470 SKY - Lati Grey 
A bright and welcoming interior shows attention to detail



Two bathrooms are located below deck     Bunk beds in the guest bedroom      

The forward VIP cabin with skylights above      The owner’s cabin offers a private bathroom for comfort      

 
470 SKY - Lati Grey 
A large owner’s cabin is located midship



      Quickly close off the top deck when not in use - genius!       Prop-up table in the bow rest area 

     Beach mode and easy access to the top deck       A large cockpit can also fit a 360° rotating sofa

470 SKYDECK NEXT
IN LINE

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S
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485HTS

The 485 is the embodiment of a modern sport cruiser 

with its impressive exterior, sport like handling and 

luxurious interior available in several variants. Step on 

board to discover what makes this model so special.
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The updated 485 HTS joins the amazing third-generation Gale-

on model lineup with its brilliant, awe-inspiring design. This 

sports-oriented, open deck model, focuses on providing high 

maneuverability and a thrilling ride while still maintaining an exceptional 

level of comfort.

The layout of the 485 HTS was conceived to offer a convenient and spacious 

living arrangement. The main deck features a U-shaped sofa, wet bar and a 

helm station with double seats. The cockpit area is occupied by a settee and 

sundeck and can be divided by retractable glass doors to help keep the ele-

ments at bay. Select a smaller garage option to take advantage of the larger 

U-shaped sofa for the guests. Wide side decks on both sides lead to the bow 

where an additional leisure area awaits.

Down below an abundance of natural light penetrates the interior, with a 

large, glass ceiling over the helm station and ample bow skylights. Comfort 

and convenience have not been neglected: the master cabin, located midship, 

boasts an en suite bathroom for added privacy. The guest cabin holds the bow 

and has direct access to the common areas: galley, lounge and an additional 

bathroom. 

Take advantage of the large hydraulic garage and platform to handle all per-

sonal water paraphernalia including dinghies and jet skis. Passengers will 

surely enjoy the bow leisure area with a protective bimini as well as the large 

sundeck in the cockpit shaded by the automatic marquee system. A wide 

range of engines with IPS or sterndrive propulsion systems is available along 

with a comprehensive list of additional equipment and several interior design 

lines.



Perfect proportions compliment the sleek design      

A sporty disposition of the 485 HTS      

 

 

485 HTS - Custom blue hull 
To make your 485 stand out even more, select one  
of many custom color schemes



Make use of the available bath platform      

Tight handling and great performance      

 

 

485 HTS - Extended cockpit setee  
To sit more guests, order the 485 with the extended setee instead  
of the sundeck area



 

485 HTS - Walnut 
Down below find a saloon with galley and two guest cabins



One of two bathrooms below deck     Forward VIP guest cabin with skylights above      

The compact galley will store all the necessities      A dinette with a fold out table      

 
485 HTS - Walnut 
The owner’s cabin is located midship for extra comfort 
and head space



      Bow sundeck area       Outside rest area

     Slide the sunroof and enjoy the breeze       Open the glass doors and drop the window for an open cockpit experience

485 HTS DYNAMIC 
COMFORT 

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S
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1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines



485 HTS

DYNAMIC 
COMFORT 



 

 

500FLY

Meet one of the most stunning and innovative yachts 

of the decade. A four-time yacht of the year winner, 

with amazing features, superb performance and a 

luxurious, bespoke interior it may just be the best boat 

in its class.Fl
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Galeon 500 FLY revolutionized the market by introducing solutions 
previously seen only on high-end, custom designed units. The trans-
formable bow, rotating cockpit area and, most notably, the Beach 

Mode were the highlights noticed by customers and industry professionals 
alike.

Named the European Powerboat of the Year 2016 and recipient of several 
other accolades including the IBI Boat Builders Award it proved once and for 
all it belongs in the upper echelon of luxury crafts worldwide.

Choose between a full-sized garage with a sun pad on top, a classic L-shaped 
sofa and crew cabin setup or the innovative roto-seat option that includes 
a compact garage. All three layouts will let you take full advantage of the 
unique Beach Mode option that extends the width of the cockpit to a stun-
ning six meters by dropping down both the port and starboard sides. 

The bow rest area comes with a transformable seating arrangement quickly 
altered into a proper sundeck if needed. Select the optional, soft top bimini 
for extra protection. Up top, the sizable flybridge comes fitted with a wet bar, 
sundecks and a second helm station for easy maneuvering. With two differ-
ent garage options and a powerful hydraulic bath platform you can choose 
between a variety of engaging water paraphernalia.

A bright interior of the saloon is fitted with leisure and dining areas as well 
as a functional helm station with great visibility. Serve refreshments straight 
from the galley or set up an outside bar to your guest’s amazement. Down be-
low, find three cabins and two bathrooms for a total of six berths. The master, 
located midship, holds a double bed, large wardrobe and a private bathroom. 
The bow VIP cabin offers spectacular night views thanks to a series of sky-
lights while the third guest cabin can be turned into a study, wardrobe or an 
additional leisure area.



The stunning exterior of the 500 FLY      

Supreme handling and performance      

The cockpit area comes in three variants: a 
large garage with a sun pad, crew cabin or 
the roto-seat

500FLY



Beach mode open, with a roto-seat facing aft - spectacular!     

Find an amazing variety of leisure space all around the yacht     

The incredible beach mode extends the 
available beam to six meters! Serve drinks 
to the port side bar for your guests enjoy-
ment.

Beach mode
500FLY



Two bathrooms are located below deck      Forward VIP cabin is brightened by a series of skylights      

The owner’s cabin, located midship offers great space      The entertainment area with a pop-up TV       

 

500 FLY - Lati Grey 
The main deck is bright and welcoming for all the guests on board



The forward VIP cabin with a double bed      A luxurious owner’s cabin       

The table can be lowered to create and extra berth - smart!      The helm can be fitted with a variety of navigational equipment      

 
500 FLY - Walnut High Gloss 
Select the spectacular, high gloss finish to create  
a truly unique interior design



Make sure to take full advantage of the options available       

Enjoy your time on the bow where the rest and leisure area awaits      

Select a custom paint or wrap to make sure 
your yacht will stand out even more!

Custom line
500FLY



      Quickly drop the back rests and stow away the seats - smart!       Serve drinks outside and impress your guests

      Drop down the sides and enjoy the incredible cockpit area       Rotate the aft seat 360°

500 FLY THE POWER 
OF INNOVATION

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S
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500FLY

THE POWER 
OF INNOVATION

The 500 series mark a new era for Galeon. With crit-
ical acclaim including several Yacht of The Year titles 
it proved to be a benchmark all future models will be 
judged by. 



 

 

The Skydeck integrates the unique ideas that made 

the 500 FLY so special and introduces a power sunro-

of and a top deck that can be closed off with a touch of 

a button, all while showcasing an even more striking 

design.Sk
yd
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The SKYDECK model is a natural evolution of the award-winning 
500 FLY. Sharing the hull design and all the great features that 
made the 500 so popular, it manages to improve upon it with its 

innovative top deck features.

Combining the advantages of the classic flybridge and the distinct, sporty 
look of the hardtop are unique to the Galeon SKYDECK line, and earned 
this model a 2016 World Yacht Trophy award for Innovative design at the 
Cannes Yachting Festival.

The 510 comes fitted with a spectacular glass sunroof over the helm station 
as well as a top deck with sundecks and extra steering, that can be covered 
with a soft roof when necessary. Three cockpit layouts are available: full-sized 
garage with a sun pad on top, a classic L-shaped sofa and crew cabin setup or 
the innovative roto-seat option that includes a compact garage. A powerful 
hydraulic bath platform will let you engage with a variety of water parapher-
nalia while the bow rest area comes with a transformable seating arrangement 
which will quickly turn it into a proper sundeck. All options allow for the 
outstanding Beach Mode to be fitted, extending the cockpit width to an in-
credible six meters. 

A bright interior of the saloon is fitted with leisure and dining areas as well 
as a functional helm station with great visibility. Serve refreshments straight 
from the galley or set up an outside bar to your guest’s amazement. Down be-
low, find three cabins and two bathrooms for a total of six berths. The master, 
located midship, holds a double bed, large wardrobe and a private bathroom. 
The bow VIP cabin offers spectacular night views thanks to a series of sky-
lights while the third guest cabin can be turned into a study, wardrobe or an 
additional leisure area. Experience the power of innovation and the intense 
character of the amazing 510 SKYDECK!

510
SKYDECK



The SKYDECK boasts extravagant design yet remains surprisingly practical      

Incredible performance thanks to the Volvo IPS engine option      

 

 

510 SKY - Custom Grey 
Select from a variety of exterior colors to add flair  
and style to your dream yacht!



A dynamic line resembling a classic hardtop      

Find a bath platform, roto-seat and a compact garage at the aft      

Make sure to order your 510 with the 
Beach Mode option to fully take advan-
tage of its incredible features.

Beach mode
510SKY



High quality fixtures in both batrooms down below      Forward VIP cabin with plenty of storage      

The owner’s cabin offers great space and a clever arrangement      Notice the large sunroof over the entertainment area      

 
510 SKY - Eucalyptus 
Select one of many stylish interior designs and customize  
the yacht to your needs



Forward VIP guest cabin with bathroom access      Owner’s cabin with standing height all around      

Helm station gives total command of the yacht      A full sized galley      

 
510 SKY - Walnut 
A bright and luxurious main deck is welcoming 
to all guests on board



      Serve refreshements to the outside bar- amazing!       Lots of extra space thanks to the Beach Mode

      Rotate the aft seat in any direction       The top deck offers sufficient space and can be closed off completely

510 SKYDECK SKY
GENER ATION

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S
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SKY  
GENER ATION

510 SKYDECK



 

 

An incredible amount of space on all three decks is 

definitely the key feature of the popular 550 FLY. Be 

amazed by the unprecedented volume of the interior 

and enjoy your yachting experience to the fullest.Fl
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Galeon 550 FLY is bound to turn heads in amazement with its dy-
namic features and a clever and luxurious interior setup. The coher-
ent layout has allowed for an unprecedented amount of space on all 

three decks, while maintaining a classy and appealing presence. 

Outside, the specious flybridge will surely be the center of attention with its 
massive sundeck, functional bar area and a dining table with seating for eight 
guests. The aft cockpit and saloon are divided by retractable glass doors and 
share a wet bar area.

The hull’s low center of gravity combined with premium engine options 
guarantee commendable performance in any conditions while the optional 
extended hydraulic platform will handle all water paraphernalia. Choose be-
tween crew quarters for two or a sizable garage to keep your pontoon out of 
sight. Massive side and hull windows ensure that all cabins receive plenty of 
natural light and provide great visibility for the driver. 

The main deck is complete with a galley, helmsmen station for two, twin so-
fas and a dinette that seats an astounding eight people. Numerous custom 
interior design lines are available with a choice of fine fabrics and natural 
hardwoods. Below deck, three full-sized cabins offer six berths and plenty of 
storage for luggage and necessities. 

The forward VIP cabin has an en suite bathroom while the owners cabin is 
fitted with a make-up station and a comfortable shezlong. Both bathrooms 
hold separate shower cabins and a clever solution with twin sliding beds can 
be found in the guest cabin. All quarters offer privacy and sufficient head-
room.

550FLY



Stunning exterior with ample space on all decks      

A generous flybridge will seat plenty      

Flawless handling and performance of the 
Galeon 550 FLY in all weather conditions.

550FLY



A hydraulic bath platform lowers into the water      Bow sundeck area            Choose between a settee or a sun lounge in the cockpit

      An abundance of windows brighten the interior

      Tight handling allows for extreme manouvers



Guest cabin with twin beds      Forward VIP guest cabin with private bathroom access      

The master bedroom, located midship, holds a double bed      Find the large dinette opposite a rest area with a pop-up TV      

 

550 FLY - Walnut High Gloss 
The optional high gloss finish is elegant and luxurious 



Bathroom with separate shower      Forward VIP cabin holds plenty of storage      

The owner’s cabin with en suite bathroom      The kitchen area comes well equipped      

 
550 FLY - Lati Grey 
Select from a variety of interior design finishes  
to create your own unique style



      Wide side decks lead to the bow       A second steering station is located on the top deck

      A foldable bimini top protects from the excessive sun       Relax in the large cockpit area

550 FLY INTELLIGENT  
DESIGN

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S
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550 FLY / 560 FLY

INTELLIGENT  
DESIGN



 

 

With all the advantages of the f lybridge and hardtop 

models combined, the 560 offers a unique combina-

tion of substance and style. Take command of the 

yacht from the top deck while still enjoying the sleek 

and sporty design.Sk
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The Galeon 560 SKYDECK successfully combines the advantages 
of a typical flybridge design with the sporty character of a hardtop. 
Based on the successful 550 FLY model, it offers the same stunning 

performance and class leading interior space. The top deck is occupied by 
three seats, a wet bar and plenty of sunbathing space and can be automatically 
closed off in a matter of seconds by the sliding laminate roof.

The aft lounge is located above the crew quarters which can also be turned 
into a jet tender garage - both options can feature a hydraulic stern platform. 

Wide side decks leading to the bow area will come in handy during tight 
maneuvers in crowded marinas. 

The main deck offers plenty of space with a separate kitchen, dining and lei-
sure areas as well as the perfectly organized helm station with a spectacular 
panoramic glass roof above. Broad windows brighten the interior and create a 
welcoming atmosphere on board for all the passengers to enjoy.

Below deck, three bedrooms and two bathrooms ensure the comfort and pri-
vacy of all the guests. All cabins have standing height ceilings, natural light 
access and sufficient storage space for long cruises. The meticulous finish of 
all third generation Galeon yachts is second to none, with dozens of custom-
izable interior trims to choose from. 

High quality materials and endless optional features will allow You to cre-
ate your dream design on board. A fine selection of powerful engines allows 
for the best compromise between fuel economy and performance, while the 
top-of-the-line navigational equipment will ensure your safe arrival at your 
destination.

560
SKYDECK



The top deck can be completely hidden away!      A stunning performer      

Open the sunroof even during cruising to air the interior      

 

 

560 SKY - Custom Grey   
The 560 offers both top deck steering and a sunroof over the helm! 
Here shown in custom grey paint 



Quickly close off the SKYDECK when not in use!      The top helm station allows for full control over the yacht      

Cockpit leisure area with a table      Bow rest area      

 
560 SKY - Custom Black   
The spectacular 560 can be ordered with a variety  
of options including a custom paint job



The forward facing rest areas      A high-tech helm station gives total control over the yacht      

Find all the necessery equippment fitted      Kitchen area is moved back      

 
560 SKY - Walnut  
A generously sized interior with a saloon  
located on two levels



Ample bathroom space with separate shower       Twin beds in the guest cabin       

Forward VIP cabin      A rest and make-up area in the owner’s cabin      

 
560 SKY
The owner’s cabin is located midship
and offers a full-sized double bed



      The sleek and edgy design of the 560 SKYDECK       Great visibility and full control from the top deck

      Take respite in the cockpit area       A powerful hydraulic aft platform

560 SKYDECK SKYDECK
EXTR AORDINAIRE
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GALEON
DESIGNERS

Every great project has a beginning – it starts with a concept, a 
bold idea to create something unique and unforgettable.  

Galeon pairs its years of experience in constructing luxury 
yachts with the wisdom and knowledge of some of the best 
naval architects in the business.

To build a quality product we use only the finest components 
and latest technology available, but in order to stay ahead of 
the competition we need to push our designs to add fresh new 
ideas and daring solutions.

Galeon Yachts long lasting relationship with the Tony Castro 
Design Studio and the up-and-coming Roberto Curtò Design 
proved to be a winning combination time and time again. 



 

 

The 640 FLY is a game changer, once again of fering 

solutions never before seen in this class. This trans-

former yacht is revolutionizing the segment with its 

innovative approach to layout and space distribu tionFl
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The 640 FLY builds on the ground-breaking success of the 500 se-
ries to bring even more innovations to the flybridge luxury yacht 
segment. This transformer model will follow a new design path to 

allow for bigger volume and better space distribution, all while maintaining 
the great exterior appearance Galeon models are known for. 

Outside, the aft cockpit dining area holds eight people who can enjoy an en-
tertainment system with a flat screen TV sliding up from the kitchen top, all 
while protected from the elements by the electric aft sunshade. Further back, 

find the hydraulic bath platform capable of handling all water paraphernalia 
and a convenient access to a large skipper cabin. 

The top deck is enlarged to offer a generous dining space, a full-sized bar and 
plenty of lounge space surrounding the steering console. The bow deck area 
can be approached by the revolutionary, electric front window entrance re-
vealing two separate movable sofas with integrated foldable tables for sun-
deck purpose. Serve the area from a nearby wine bar to further impress your 
guests. 

Everyone’s favorite Beach Mode makes a welcome reappearance, fitted with 
six-meter-long balconies with partially glazed floors and a breakfast bar on 
both sides. Equip the cockpit area with a rotating sofa option with a 3,2m 
tender garage below to completely separate your yacht from the pack. 

Inside find extensive lounge and dinner areas with openable side windows 
next to the bar and steering station. Thanks to the innovatory, two-way stair 
system, a three full-beam cabin layout was made possible for extra privacy and 
comfort. A four-cabin layout is sure to please enlarged families and charter 
enthusiasts. Embrace the future of luxury yachts with the incredible Galeon 
640 FLY!

640FLY



Incredible space on all three decks      

The carbon construction of the top deck and bimini allows for better weight distribution      

 

 

640 FLY - Elongated flybridge 
Select this version for extra space on the top deck that will  
rival the best in class



Hydraulic platform and access to the crew cabin      

The 640 comes equipped with the revolu-
tionary Beach Mode option extending the 
usable space in the cockpit

Beach mode
640SKY



The hydraulic platform will easily fit most water paraphernalia      

Easy bow access and back rests allow guests to sit in front during cruising      

 

 

640 FLY - Standard flybridge 
Choose the standard top deck size for a more dynamic  
and sporty profile



 
640 FLY - Beach mode
The amazing Beach mode comes in various shapes and sizes, 
notice the sea-through panels on the 640 - smart!



The middle panel of the front window can be opened for easy bow access       A high-tech helm with two sport seats       

Entertainment area with a large pop-up TV      Both port and starboard windows slide forward      

 
640 FLY - Lati Grey
A large living area with a proper kitchen will please all guests 
on board the 640



Large windows for those incredible views...       High quality fixtures in all three bathrooms       

Guest cabin holds plenty of storage      Luxurious finish and incredible volume down below      

 
640 FLY - Lati Grey
Find three master sized cabin down below,  
all with private bathrooms



Two extra berths will come in handy on many occasions       Twin guest cabin will suit large families and charter guests       

Midship access to three of the four cabins down below      Two large cabins and two smaller cabins are available in this setup            The super master layout offers a larger midship cabin       Separate head and shower in the super master setup

      A smaller, twin bed cabin       Guest bathroom down below

Super 
Master layout

640 FLY 

Four cabin 
charter option

640 FLY



      Extend the bow area thanks to sliding seats and tables       The carbon bimini top can be opened with a touch of a button

      Even the back window can be opened to easily serve the wet area       Cockpit area is vast with the Beach Mode open

640 FLY
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15

B

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

4 – with Beach mode, balconies down

The innovative front entrance provides unrestricted access to the bow       



640 layouts

Roto-seat, 
Beach Mode closed

ver. 2

Standard seat, 
Beach Mode open

ver. 1

Flybridge

Four cabin Charter layout
ver. 3

Super Master layout
ver. 2

Three Master cabin layout
ver. 1



SKY  
GENER ATION

640 FLY

THE GAME  
CHANGER



 

 

Developed alongside the incredible 640 FLY, the 

SKYDECK mirrors all it’s revolutionary solutions 

while offering a more sporty design with the ability to 

close off the top deck completely. Sk
yd

ec
k 
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e

The 650 SKYDECK is bound to impress even the harshest sceptics 
with its incredible features and innovations when it comes to space 
distribution, volume and functionality. As a twin model of the 

amaz ing 640 FLY, it pushes the envelope even further with the addition of 
the glass sunroof and a top deck that can be closed off completely. 

Outside, the aft cockpit dining area holds eight people who can enjoy an en-
tertainment system with a flat screen TV sliding up from the kitchen top, all 
while protected from the elements by the electric aft sunshade. Further back, 

find the hydraulic bath platform capable of handling all water paraphernalia 
and a convenient access to a large skipper cabin. 

The top deck offers three sport seats and a sun pad for leisure while the bow 
deck area can be approached by the revolutionary, electric front window en-
trance revealing two separate movable sofas with integrated foldable tables 
for sundeck purpose. Serve the area from a nearby wine bar to further impress 
your guests. 

Everyone’s favorite Beach Mode makes a welcome reappearance, fitted with 
six-meter-long balconies with partially glazed floors and a breakfast bar on 
both sides. Equip the cockpit area with a rotating sofa option with a 3,2m 
tender garage below to completely separate your yacht from the pack. 

Inside find extensive lounge and dinner areas with openable side windows 
next to the bar and steering station. Thanks to the innovatory, two-way stair 
system, a three full-beam cabin layout was made possible for extra priva-
cy and comfort. A four-cabin layout is sure to please enlarged families and 
charter enthusiasts. Experience the amazing innovations of the Galeon 650 
SKYDECK!
 

650
SKYDECK



Simply close off the roof and the SKYDECK becomes a hardtop - brilliant!      

Supreme handling and performance      

 

 

650 SKY 
The sleek and sporty profile of the SKYDECK  
is sure to impress



Notice the incredible amount of windows all around      Slide the window and serve drinks to the outside area!      

A large TV in front of the entertainment area      Two sport seats occupy the helm area       

 
650 SKY - Eucalyptus high gloss 
Select from a variety of bespoke interior finishes 
to create your dream interior



Large windows can be found in all cabins and bathrooms      Twin beds in the guest cabin      

Luxurious fixtures in all three bathrooms down below      Forward VIP cabin with separate access and private bathroom       

 
650 SKY - Super Master Cabin 
This layout offers a larger owner’s cabin with separate head  
and shower for extra comfort and privacy



A hydraulic platform with access to the crew cabin      

The middle panel of the windscreen retracts providing easy access to the bow      

 

 

650 SKY - Beach Mode 
The innovative 650 comes fitted with a Beach Mode 
option with sea through panels



650 SKYDECK POWER 
UNLEASHED

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

18,42

20,80

4,99

5,00 / 7,40 
4

1,02

7,31

8,27

2 x 1875

800

330

300

37960

6200

2x662/ 900

2x882/ 1200

15
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[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank

      Both tables and seats slide out to create a bow leisure area       The whole top deck can be quickly closed off by a carbon roof - genius!

     Pleanty of space in the cockpit for all activities       Guests can enjoy both the port and starboard side bars



GALEON 
WORLDWIDE

Galeon yachts can be spotted all 
around the world and with their edgy 
design and eye-catching features like 
the Beach Mode, they are hard to miss!

Where would You take your Galeon 
for a dream vacation…



 

 

Galeon 680 Fly is a combination of a classic hull with 

the new “Floating Design” interior and additional 

innovations added. The interior’s “Floating Design” 

concept is a direct nod towards waves, with its roun-

ded, wavy combination of mat and glossy woodwork. Fl
yb
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The 680 FLY joined the latest, fourth, generation of Galeon mod-
els and introduce some exciting new features to the segment. With  
a lightweight construction taking advantage of carbon technolo-

gies its powerful, yet elegant frame will offer commendable performance and 
great handling.

On board the 680, passengers will find incredible volume, a bright and wel-
coming interior and a highly customizable, luxurious finish. A saloon with 
four power panoramic windows, wide cockpit doors, a sunroof, and a skip-
per’s exit all combine to place a large open space at the disposal of the guests, 
to allow for that intimate touch with nature.

The class’s largest flybridge offers a “Smart Layout” with a bar and recreation 
space for a dozen or so guests. The bow area is offered in two different layouts: 
with an assortment of multifunctional power sofas and tables or a classic sun-
deck with a large sofa.

A selection of powerful engines and a comprehensive list of additional equip-
ment will allow future owners to create their perfect yacht that will turn 
heads in amazement and become a benchmark for others to follow. Galeon 
680 Flybridge combines all the cool aspects of classic style and modern ap-
proach.

680FLY



A hydraulic bath platform is available      

A sleek and dynamic exterior of the 680      

 

 

680 FLY 
The 680 is sure grandiose with its stylish
design and splendid features



 

680 FLY
Guest rest area on the main deck

 

680 FLY - Lati grey 
The saloon is occupied by a large dining area and helm station



One of three bathrooms down below      Incredible infinity mirror in the owner’s bathroom      

A full-sized, enclosed shower in the bathrooms      Twin guest cabin       

650 SKY - Eucalyptus high gloss 
Select from a variety of bespoke interior finishes 
to create your dream interior

      Functional bar area       Two separate stairways leading down below to four guest cabins

     The owner’s cabin offers extraordinary space       Forward owner’s cabin



 

680 FLY - Walnut 
A bright and roomy interior of the Galeon 680 Flybridge

Guest bathroom with head and shower      The forward guest cabin is very cosy      

Owner’s cabin with private access to the bathroom      A spacious interior is modern and bright       



680 FLY A PERFECT   
EVOLUTION 

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

20,99

22,20

5,22

5,25

1,56

7,85

9,20

1600+1750

800

330

300

37250 

6190

2x735/1000

2x882/1200 

10
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[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform        **  – with extended tank

      A very vast expanse of flybridge

     Find respite in the sunroof       Great use of space on the flybridge



 

 

The SKYDECK feature is a staple of the Galeon 

yachts lineup, adding functionality without compro-

mising the elegant design and sporty disposition of 

the models. The 700 also comes with a carbon bimini 

top option for even more customization.Sk
yd
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The new 700 SKYDECK comes as a successor to the Galeon yacht 
with the same name, acclaimed for its design and innovation yet 
they share little in common. The upcoming model brings a com-

pletely new approach to space distribution, several technological advances 
and even more luxury features on board.
 
The striking exterior presence and its dynamic profile are staples of the 
SKYDECK design philosophy which allows to integrate the top deck with-
out compromising the sporty design of the model. For added functionality a 

lightweight, carbon bimini top option is available to better protect from the 
elements. Passengers will surely enjoy the wide side decks that allow safe access 
to the bow leisure area which will slide open with a touch of a button. Notice 
the glass sunroof above the helm station and large glass panels both port and 
starboard side that will quickly retract, opening up the whole saloon. The top 
deck is fitted with twin sport seats, wet bar and a generous seating area. 

Come on board the 700 to experience the finest selection of materials and be-
spoke interior design options, meticulously finished by the best and most expe-
rienced Galeon craftsman. The layout of the main deck allows for two separate 
zones, with leisure and dining areas moved forward. Guests will appreciate the 
privacy of the dual staircases that give access to two, separate, sleeping areas 
down below. Four cabins and three bathrooms await, all with ample headroom 
and plenty of storage space.

A choice selection of powerful engines and top of the line navigational equip-
ment awaits, along with a comprehensive list of additional options that will 
allow You to fully realize the yachts potential. Come on board the new 700 
SKYDECK and experience the future first hand!

700
SKYDECK



 
700 SKY - Carbon bimini 
The lightweight carbon bimini adds functionality without  
compromising the features or the sleek line of the 700.



With the roof closed, the 700 offers a sleek, 
sporty look with a charismatic disposition 

Open up the SKYDECK to take advan-
tage of the extra space and elevated driving 
position. Notice the bow rest area in the 
open setup

700SKY 700SKY



      With the roof closed the 700 SKYDECK is indistinguishable from a sporty hardtop model

      Select the optional carbon bimini top for extra protection on the top deck

Lenght of the hull:  19,99m
Lenght overall:  21,95m

Beam of the hull:  5,22m
Beam overall:  5,25m

Min. engines power:  2x735kW/1000hp 
Max. engines power:  2x882kW/1200hp 

Category:  B

700 SKY

COMING
SOON!

L A Y O U T S



 

 

A f lagship model and a showcase of Galeon engine-

ering, the 780 CRYSTAL offers superior handling 

and performance coupled with a stunning, highly cu-

stomizable interior and a plethora of optional equip-

ment.Fl
yb
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The 780 CRYSTAL is more than just a flagship model – it is a show-
case of engineering, design and technological prowess. The stun-
ning exterior offers an abundance of space on all three decks.

The clever seating arrangement on the flybridge allows for the placement of 
an optional hot tub, comfortable sunbeds, second steering station and a wet 
bar for the guests to enjoy.

The cockpit offers easy access to the bar on the main deck and to the bow lei-
sure area, which is protected by an automatic bimini system. The main deck 
with leisure and entertainment areas is always bathed in sunlight thanks to 
the broad side windows, large sliding doors and an automatic glass panel roof. 
Below, all four guest quarters have private in-suite bathrooms for extra com-
fort and privacy. The exciting line of the CRYSTAL in no way compromises 
the amount of natural light available in any of the cabins. 

The spacious owner’s cabin is fitted with a double bed and offers both an en 
suite bathroom and a walk-in wardrobe complete with a safe for valuables for 
the guest’s convenience. The spacious forward VIP cabin holds a variety of 
closets and storage spaces while both guest cabins, which are located at the 
sides of the yacht, have twin berths for a total of eight on the lower deck. 

The hull is designed with comfort in mind yet the performance of the pow-
erful engines is stellar. The captain will surely make use of the integrated 
monitoring system, which keeps track of all the important data, while the 
crew will appreciate their quarters with two beds, a galley and a separate 
bathroom. The powerful, hydraulic stern platform comes standard and will 
handle any watercraft.

780
CRYSTAL



Gain access to the crew cabin from the bath platform      

Striking exterior lines of the 780      

 

 

780 CRYSTAL - The flagship 
The 780 gently cruises even in harsh conditions due  
its flawless design and sheer size



Kitchen and dining area      The helm station and command centre      

The large TV can be hidden away      Entertainment area with a bar to serve refreshments       

 
780 CRYSTAL - Walnut 
The saloon comes in a variety of layouts - customize  
your own dream yacht



Master bathroom down below      Twin, guest cabin      

Forward VIP guest cabin      Up to four cabins and three bathrooms down below      

 
780 CRYSTAL - Master Cabin 
With plenty of space the master cabin holds an en  
suite bathroom and a walk-in closet 



      Bow rest and leisure area       Cockpit seating with easy access to the top deck

     The flybridge can be fitted with a bar and a Jacuzzi       The spacious flybridge will come in handy for entertaining guests

780 CRYSTAL A CRYSTAL    
SHIP

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

22.86

24.50

5.79

5.80

1.30

7.30

9.54

2 x 2750

1100 + 700

500

500

54540

9260

2 x 1176 / 1600

2 x 1412 / 1920

18
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[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[m]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[dm3]

[kg]

[kg]

[kW/hp]

[kW/hp]

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines



A CRYSTAL    
SHIP

780 CRYSTAL



www.mercurymarine.com

www.webasto.com

www.mtu-online.com

www.makefast.com www.sevenstar-yacht-transport.com

www.raymarine.com

PARTNERS

www.tonycastroyachts.com www.robertocurtodesign.com

www.volvopenta.com www.marine.man.eu

In order to maintain the highest quality standards Galeon has established a network of partner companies and suppliers, each 
highly specialized and regarded in their respective fields. This allows us to focus on what we do best – creating innovative designs  
and implementing them into our, ever-growing, range of Galeon yachts.



HQ

Galeon Dealer Network is constantly expanding into new 
territories. We are looking for experienced partners with  
established market position and good service background. 
If you meet those requirements and want to represent the  
Galeon brand contact us at newdealer@galeon.pl 

Dealers Wanted

In order to guarantee the highest level of customer service and  
aftersales assistance we have selected the very best partners from around 
the world to become a part of the Galeon Dealer Network. To find 
the closest representative visit the Contact section on www.galeon.pl  
or use the QR code on your mobile device.

DEALER
NETWORK



TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATION

300 
FLY

305 
HTS

305 
OPEN

310 
HTC

335 
HTS

360 
FLY

365 
HTS

370 
HTC

400 
FLY

405 
HTL

420 
FLY

425 
HTS

430 
HTC

Length of the hull  [m] 8,99 8,99 8,99 8,99 9,98 9,99 9,99 9,99 11,03 11,99 11,79 11,99 11,79

Length overall [m] 9,60 / 10,40* 9,60 / 10,40* 9,60 / 10,40* 9,60 / 10,40* 10,20 / 10,90* 11,37 / 11,75* 11,37 / 11,75* 11,37 / 11,75* 12,50 12,26 / 13,46* 12,50 / 13.25* 13,46 12,50 / 13.25*

Beam of the hull                [m] 2,94 2,94 2,94 2,94 3,30 3,43 3,43 3,43 3,95 3,84 4,10 3,84 4,10

Beam overall                             [m] 2,99 2,99 2,99 2,99 3,35 3,48 3,48 3,48 4,00 3,90 4,16 3,90 4,16

Draft max 1 [m] 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,86 0,79 0,8 0,79 TBD 0,79 0,80 TBD 0,80

Bridge clearance 2     [m] 3,65 3,50 3,65 3,65 3,40 4,20 3,58 3,70 TBD 4,20 4,40 TBD 4,20

Height to transport   [m] 3,50 3,66 3,28 3,79 3,62 4,17 3,86 3,92 TBD 3,82 5,15 TBD 4,88

Fuel tank capacity            [dm3] 415 or 600** 415 or 600** 415 or 600** 415 or 600** 630 or 750** 2 x 400 2 x 400 2 x 400 1000 950 2 x 550 TBD 2 x 550

Water tank capacity                [dm3] 200 200 200 200 215 350 350 350 450 450 450 TBD 450

Grey water tank [dm3] 86 86 86 86 75 (or 0) 300 300 300 210 260 200 TBD 200

Black water tank [dm3] 100 100 100 100 60 (or 140) 150 150 150 120 140 150 TBD 150

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3 [kg]
5350 (Cat. C) 
5770 (Cat. B)

5220 5220 5350 5892 8040 7750 8040 TBD 9640 12070 TBD 12070

Maximum Load                         [kg]
1745 (Cat. C) 
1670 (Cat. B)

1745 1745 1745 1800 2500 2520 2500 TBD 2390 2740 TBD 2740

Min. engine (-s) power        [kW/hp] 1x191/260 1x191/260 1x191/260 1x191/260 2x165/225 2x147/200 2x165/225 2x147/200 TBD 2x165/225 2x191/260 2x165/225 2x191/260

Max. engine (-s) power       [kW/hp] 2x147/200 2x261/350 2x261/350 2x147/200 2x261/350 2x221/300 2x221/300 2x221/300 2x324/440 2x272/370 2x320/435 2x272/370 2x320/435

Crew limit
9 (Cat. C)  
8 (Cat. B)

9 9 9 8 10 10 10 TBD 10 12 10 12

Category C or B B B C B B B B B B B B B

430  
SKYDECK

460  
FLY

470  
SKYDECK

485  
HTS

500  
FLY

510  
SKYDECK

550  
FLY

560  
SKYDECK

640  
FLY

650  
SKY

680  
FLY

700  
SKYDECK

780  
CRYSTAL

Length of the hull  [m] 11,79 12,90 12,90 13,28 14,44 14,44 15,85 15,85 18,42 18,42 20,99 19,99 22,86

Length overall [m] 12,50 / 13.25* 14,35 14,35 14.98 16,20 16,20 17,70 17,70 20,80 20,80 22,20 21,95 24,50

Beam of the hull                [m] 4,10 4,33 4,33 4,18 4,40 4,40 4,77 4,77 4,99 4,99 5,22 5,22 5,79

Beam overall                             [m] 4,16 4,37 / 5,66 4 4,37 / 5,66 4 4,25 4,46 / 6,00 4 4,46 / 6,00 4 4,80 4,77 5,00 / 7,40 4 5,00 / 7,40 4 5,25 5,25 5,80

Draft max 1 [m] 0,80 0,90 0,90 0,82 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 0,99 1,02 1,56 TBD 1,30

Bridge clearance 2     [m] 4,20 4,83 4,83 5,10 5,10 5,10 5,20 5,20 7,55 7,31 7,85 TBD 7,30

Height to transport   [m] 5,13 5,89 TBD 5,20 6,30 6,30 6,38 6,23 8,95 8,27 9,20 TBD 9,54

Fuel tank capacity            [dm3] 2 x 550 2 x 750 2 x 750 2 x 600 2 x 900 2 x 900 2 x 1100 2 x 1100 2 x 1875 2 x 1875 1600+1750 TBD 2x 2750

Water tank capacity                [dm3] 450 650 650 450 650 650 400+300 400+300 800 800 800 TBD 1100+700

Grey water tank [dm3] 200 350 350 230 390 390 200 200 330 330 330 TBD 500

Black water tank [dm3] 150 200 200 120 240 240 200 200 300 300 300 TBD 500

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3 [kg] 12070 16000 16000 13600 22250 22250 24000 24000 35500 37960 37250 TBD 54540

Maximum Load                         [kg] 2740 3950 3950 3150 4270 4270 4500 4500 5500 6200 6190 TBD 9260

Min. engine (-s) power        [kW/hp] 2x191/260 2x320/435 2x320/435 2x 221/300 2x405/550 2x405/550 2x493/670 2x493/670 2x662/ 900 2x662/ 900 2x735/1000 2x735/1000 2x1176/1600

Max. engine (-s) power       [kW/hp] 2x320/435 2x441/600 2x441/600 2x320/435 2x533/725 2x533/725 2x533/725 2x533/725 2x882/ 1200 2x882/ 1200 2x882/1200 2x882/1200 2x1412/1920

Crew limit 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 15 15 10 TBD 18

Category B B B B B B B B B B B B B

1  –  without propellers          2  –  Max. height from water line at draft min.          3  –  minimum mass with base engines          4  –  With Beach mode, balconies down

TDB – To be determined          *  –  with extended stern platform          **  –  with extended tank

1  –  without propellers          2  –  Max. height from water line at draft min.          3  –  minimum mass with base engines          4  –  With Beach mode, balconies down

TDB – To be determined          *  –  with extended stern platform          **  –  with extended tank



THE GALEON 
R ANGE



CONTACT
Galeon Yachts  

Starogardzka 22    
83-010 Straszyn    
Poland   

galeon@galeon.pl        
www.galeon.pl        
f b.com/galeon.yachts

Some yachts may be presented with  
custom changes or equipment not available  
in your region – please contact your local 
Galeon Dealer for more information.

All photos, texts, logos, designs etc. are 
copyrighted and are not to be reproduced 
without prior consent of the Galeon  
Company.

Copyright Galeon 2019

While reasonable efforts are taken to  
ensure the accuracy and integrity of all the 
information presented in this brochure, 
Galeon Company does not claim responsi-
bility for any misprints, out of date infor-
mation or errors.

Please note that all information regarding  
products and services contained in this 
brochure is subject to change without  
notice.




